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Abstract

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is vulnerable to attacks due to the use of radio frequency, which encounters data revelation. This paper describes about wireless security in the physical layer, dealing namely with Access Points (AP). It is recommended to secure wireless LANs with a layered approach. Where best to begin securing the network than starting with the physical layer?

1. Introduction

Wireless networks are totally different to wired networks, which can be physically secured. The information goes through the air, where anyone can transmit and anyone can receive. Signals are not guided by wires. WLANs are therefore essentially vulnerable to interception.

The 802.11 standard covers wireless networks. This classification actually comes from Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) where they create standards, and they number these standards in unique ways.

The 802.11 standard had two primary goals when it was initially written:
1) ease of accessibility
2) connection
In other words, the 802.11 was developed as an ‘open’ standard. Bear in mind, when security is not engineered into a solution during the initial stages, the security solutions have historically been less than optimal.

There are currently a lot of worries about wireless security. Standard networks at home or at work are based on physical connectivity. With wireless there is no physical connection. Wireless access points are really radio transmitters. They use radio waves that can go through walls and buildings. This makes connecting to a local network in your home or place of employment very versatile. The downside is that connecting to your network as an intruder is a lot easier. Security considerations now have to be taken to prevent unauthorized access to your network and data.

Section 2 will describe the theoretical background of WLAN. To start securing wireless network, there are four elements that need to be addressed. Section 3 and 4 will illustrate the MAC address filtering and AP. While, Section 5 and 6 will talk about Service Set Identifier (SSID) parameter and Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP).

2. Background

The most prominent feature about WLAN is the absence of wires and its mobility. However, as data traveled through air using radio frequency, it can easily be tapped by any one including unauthenticated personnel using a sniffer. [5]

Not paying much attention to the security of your wireless network is not a wise thing to do, designing a network with security in mind from the very beginning saves you time, effort, and perhaps money. Prevention during primary stages is always the best solution.

It does not mean that some organizations do not need to worry about wireless security if their wireless LAN deployment was not too significant. At some point, most connect with the main organization’s backbone. It is possible for hackers to use the wireless LAN as a launch pad to the entire network.

To achieve complete security in wireless network seems a near impossible task. Therefore adequate deterrence should be suggested instead while designing a wireless network.

In this case it means that we need to take a hard look at the access point. The access point would be the first to look into for setting up a good secured wireless network.
Currently, there are many kinds of AP in market. An example of a decent and reasonably priced access point is the Linksys IEEE 802.11 WRT54G. To protect your data and privacy, the Wireless-G Access Point can encrypt all wireless transmissions, and supports the industrial-strength security of Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA). The MAC Address filter lets you decide exactly who has access to your wireless network. Another interesting feature about Linksys is its ability for firmware updates. The ability to update firmware is beneficial because functions can be added for the access point, or if bugs do occur, the company will come up with solutions to fix the firmware.

3. MAC Address Filtering

Every device that connects to a network has a unique hardware address called a MAC address (Media Access Control). This address is a 48-bit address expressed as 12 hexadecimal digits. This 12 digit hex number can be broken down even further into two fields. The first part of the MAC is a 24 bit vendor code. This identifies what vendor has made this particular network device. The last 24 bits in the MAC address is the serial number of the network interface card. So, we can identify our Access Points by the SSID, but how can we uniquely identify our wireless clients. We can identify them by their unique MAC address. So, by creating a list of unique MAC addresses we can restrict what PCs can connect to the AP. This is called MAC address filtering. If a PC with an unknown MAC address tries to connect, he will not be able to associate with the AP and thus will not be allowed to connect. This feature along with the previous SSID lockdown provides a great way to start securing your wireless network.

The below screenshot of the Kismet interface lists the different wireless networks that were detected by the online target laptop. SSIDs that act as crude passwords and MAC addresses that act as personal identification numbers are often used to verify that clients are authorized to connect with an access point. Because existing encryption standards are not foolproof, knowledgeable intruders can pick off authorized SSIDs and MAC addresses to connect to a wireless LAN as an authorized user with the ability to steal bandwidth, corrupt or download files, and wreak havoc on the entire network.

![Kismet Interface List](image.png)
The network list in Figure 1 states whether the network SSID is WEP enabled or not (the ‘W’ section). If the network was WEP enabled, it would state with a Y and if it wasn’t an N will be stated instead. The ‘Ch’ section notes which channels the networks were connected on.

Kismet was able to detect networks that are broadcasting the SSID and those that are not, as revealed in the status section. As Kismet works passively, it does not send any loggable packets. It detects wireless APs and wireless clients, and associates them to each other.

As shown in the Figure 2, Kismet was able to reveal all the MAC addresses associated to the network. WRT54G is actually able to filter MAC addresses. Unfortunately, MAC filtering is trivial to bypass. The network traffic can be sniffed to determine which MAC addresses are present. MAC addresses can be changed after sniffing too.

To prove whether the AP includes Linksys IEEE 802.11 WRT54G is actually able to offer the security it features, we have acquired the Auditor Security Collection that can be downloaded from http://www.remote-exploit.org/. It provides a complete suite of wireless network discovery and penetration test tools.

Included in this suite is Kismet, an 802.11 wireless network detector, sniffer, and intrusion detection system. Kismet will work with any wireless card which supports raw monitoring (rfmon) mode, and can sniff 802.11b, 802.11a, and 802.11g traffic.

Kismet identifies networks by passively collecting packets and detecting standard named networks, detecting (and given time, decloaking) hidden networks, and inferring the presence of nonbeaconing networks via data traffic. [1]

Figure 2. Kismet reveal address associated to the network
The Figure 3 below actually shows that Kismet offers the option to change MAC addresses. Many enterprises and universities secure their wireless LAN with authentication based on an authorized list of MAC addresses, such as currently deployed by Multimedia University (MMU) Malaysia. While this provides a low level of security for smaller deployments, MAC addresses were never intended to be used in this manner. As shown below, Kismet allows hackers to assume the identity of an authorized user by inserting the stolen MAC address as his own. The hacker then connects to the wireless LAN as an authorized user. However, Linkys was actually able to filter the MAC addresses.

Figure 3. Kismet Auditor Security Collection: Change MAC Address
4. Access Point (AP)

To secure wireless network, a very important factor is the choice of a good AP. The AP would be the first to look into for setting up a good secured wireless network.

First thing to be considered is the physical walkthrough, the signal strength and access point placement. For the physical walkthrough, things that need to be considered is the metal objects, open distances, building construction, window glass and all the material that can effect the signal strength.

The second component is access point; it is better to name access point properly so that it can be tracked down easily during trouble shooting event. Access point must be installed in a potential service location where it is a common place for users to reach. If access point is installed outdoors, make sure the equipment is properly secured, discouraging tampering.

Figure 4 below shows a multiplicity of certain network. The attacker creates an access point, which has the same name as the original wireless network. The fake access point could be stronger or have greater signal should the attacker was able to be closer to its target. Usually stations would automatically select access points, which are greater; therefore the target may confuse and select the attacker’s fake access point by mistake. A fake access point or more commonly known as a rogue access point is one that the organization having a wireless network does not authorize for operation. Linksys WRT54G is unable to prevent rogue access point.

The AP is secure if packets move slowly as shown in the following Figure 5. This means that Linksys WRT54G prevents replay attacks. Replay is an active attack on integrity where an intruding party resends information that is sent from the source entity to the destination entity. Replay attacks can be used to crack WEP as well.

Figure 4. Kismet Network List (Autofit): No weak IVs
5. Service Set Identifier (SSID)

The SSID is the first parameter that gets talked about when wireless LAN security is discussed. This is a 1 to 32 alphanumeric character string that is used to identify membership to an access point (AP) in a wireless local area network (WLAN).

The beacon frame, which is a type of management frame, provides the "heartbeat" of a wireless LAN, enabling stations to establish and maintain communications in an orderly fashion. When a device transmits a beacon frame, which can occur several times per second, it is advertising itself to the world in hopes of finding something else to communicate with. When a device receives a beacon frame, it has all the information it needs to communicate with the transmitting device; namely, the SSID.

These frames were captured using Ethereal’s network packet analyzer which can be downloaded from www.ethereal.com. By sniffing a beacon frame, one can find the SSID information as shown in the Figure 6. SSID information can be filtered by some APs. Linksys WRT54G provides the option of enabling/disabling SSID broadcasts. This can act as some kind of password to the wireless network, therefore filtering SSID can be considered as a type of password. A good SSID would not have a name that is related to that organization. Another good example is an unnamed SSID, anonymity is better as shown in the following Figure 7.
Figure 6. Ethereal: Network packet analyzer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF</td>
<td>IEEE Bonecon Frame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Unnamed SSID
6. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the privacy protocol specified in IEEE 802.11 to provide wireless LAN users protection against casual eavesdropping. [2]

Among the features of WEP are:

- Uses stream cipher RC4 for confidentiality
- Uses CRC-32 checksum for integrity
- Has 2 Key sizes: 40 bit and 104 bit + (24 bit) IV
- The same traffic key must never be used twice

To attack WEP, the authentication key will be sniffed by the attacker, and replay attack will be conducted to collect interesting initialization vectors (IVs) that will help to crack the WEP. The above Figure 8 shows that Linksys is able to withstand an attack on WEP as there were insufficient IVs that could be collected from the particular network. While, as stated in the following Figure 4, there were no weak IVs available in the network for collection to crack WEP (Weak: 0). Even if they are protected by WEP (which still remains the most common security counter measure on 802.11 LANs), the vulnerabilities of WEP are very well publicized and known to practically anyone with a minimal interest in wireless networking.

Figure 8. Kismet Network List (SSID): Insufficient IVs
7. Conclusion

As previously stated before, it is suggested to secure wireless LANs with a layered approach, beginning with the physical layer. The importance of Layer 1 security should not be taken too lightly.

Good access points are a main factor to achieve decent security for the wireless network. We do not need expensive, high-end access points to stay secure, decently priced ones are usually adequate. Simple defensive methodologies should always be taken account into, such as SSID and protocol filtering.

Nonetheless, it is still important to continue implementing the correct methods for the other layers in the network to achieve the most secure and optimal wireless network.
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